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STUDY OD’ A PHOBIA. 

BY 5. E. HOOPER. 

I BELIEVE i t  is held by most Psycho-Analysts that a Phobia is a reaction 
to a wish that has been repressed because of its incompatibility with 
the social mind, and that the fear so strongly felt in these cases is really 
due to  thc activity of a dissociated complex. This complex threatens 
to  overwhelm the better self, and i t  is this ever present tension that 
engenders the fear. It is asserted that a mental shock is insufficient of 
itself to produce a phobia, although i t  may play a secondary part. 
Whilst then the phobia manifests itself as a fear of some external object 
or event, in reality it is the fear that would result from the unconscious 
wish or wishes becoming known. 

Another school holds that a phobia is due to certain mental trau- 
mata. A body of emotion has been created which continues with the 
subject as  an enduring legacy from past experience. The fear i s  this 
body of emotion projected upon some feature of the external world. It 
is admitted by adherents of this second theory that, as a result of trau- 
mata, a group of mental processes may also have become dissociated, 
which remain as a permanent effect of the experience. The two theories 
agree in the notion of dissociation : they differ in their conception of the 
primary cause. The former asserts that i t  is a repressed wish, the latter 
attributes the phobia to  mental shock. I do not desire in this paper to  
take any one side in the controversy, realising that i t  is a matter for 
experts only with much experience. I prefer to  let the facts speak for 
themselves. 

The phobia which is the subject of this paper was one of storms, and 
later of any strong wind. The victim of this distressing condition, a 
married lady aged thirty, with one child, had lived for eight years in a 
semi-tropical climate. The life here was a very lonely one and there 
were serious difficulties of a financial nature. During the last six months 
her health gave way and an intense phobia developed. She returned to  
England a complete wreck and was under medical treatment for a year 
subsequently, other symptoms being, “ Anaemia, weak and irregular 
heart-action, general weakness, dim eyesight.” When I was first intro- 
duced to her she told me that her physician had recently pronounced her 
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organically sound and could not understand why shc did not regain her 
strength. t Ier fear of storins had gradually extend~d to incliitle every 
strong giist of wind, with u sense of panic, of s0111c threat behind the 
storm, antl a fear of Nature itself. I suggested that her phobia might 
be relieved by the method of psycho-analysis, and she was vory eager 
for me to try to discover the cause of her irratioiial fear. I thew began 
a course of analysis. 

It will be well a t  the outset to give a description of the mental state 
of the subject when in the grip oC the phobia. 

It began with tL  some of unrrality slid a. queer d r c v ~ d  of I i f r  in gvnu d. Lttter 
therc followcd a feeling of divided ronsrioiisncss which mndc thc. r n i n d  rcem a’i if it 
acted in two parts, one an “olive-grcrn (lcvil” that sat apart and niovkd,  thc other 
a mcro recorder of p i n .  Then came fear. F‘car a hirh scimcl upon thc tropic‘tl stoi ins, 

suddrn, inovitable, dwnsttiting atlid ever-rrcnrr~ng. 1 hltrtlly dared to I(viv(* thc Iiourc 
lrst a storm should overtakc nir, ~ n t l  yrt  when the   tor in war ltboiit to brwtk T Iotip*(l 
to rush out into it, to tako the full brunt of it in my teeth, to f i i w  it boltlly and gcbt 
tho worst over ILH soon as might bc. Whrn I ctwokr in thr morning my lirst w t  wrts 
to look out of thc winclow to wv if tiny thuntlei-hcviils lowertd. All day long 1 wcttvlicd 
for thrm, and whvn tho first distant rurriblo of thunder was h ( w d  a sick clrc.~d would 
stoal over nir nnd tL srnsc of panir, growing 1nore m d  inor(’ poweiful .LY t h v  ~ i t o i  ni 

approartid, until thr strain became so uncndursblr that to 
hands scwmecl the only solution. Then after thv  tcwiblr itriti 
tho storm had brokcn, came thc hr1pIrHr trrmbling antl u t t e r  exhrLiistion that ~iap1)v(l 
my Itist onnce of vonrtigr. A t  night 1 fearrd to go to bed lest a storni ~hould rush 
upon mc in tho tlnrknoss, frervtl moHt of all to unilrrss bwxnuw that increased tlw 
srnso of hrlplessnesa, frarrd to slcep kst the terror should H t w d  upon me unnww w. 
There scwnrd to be something tcrriblr tirid relentless brhind and b(*yond the st orm 
from the fear of which nothing could rvrr rCIvtisc me. Life became one infinilc tormcnt 
of suffering, for the terror walked by day imd by night tmd ncvvr Irft me for a monicmt 
in pcarr. 

This, I think, gives a vivid enough account of the distressed atate of 
mind of the subject. It will be observed that there itrose first a sense of 
unreality and dread of life in general. ‘l’his was followed by a feeling of 
divided personality, and later caiiic the fcar of storms. Other points of 
interest in the description are ( u )  Thc longing to rush out into the storm, 
(b )  The dread of undressing and going to bed, ( c )  The feeling that therc 
was something terrible behind the storm. 

ANALWIS. 

It is not possible to give a cictuilcd story of  the analysis, but a hriel 
account of one or two of the  most significant fcutims in the process will, 
it is hoped, enublo the reader to understand how the constiturnt1s of tlir 
phobia were discovcrcd, 
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During the early stages significant memories of her early life came 

up for discussion. It transpired that her parents were very religious, 
“with early-Victorian notions of sex” ; the mother sympathetic and kind 
but with no knowledge or wisdom in child-training, the father irritable 
and without any understanding of children. The subject remarked of 
herself that she was a lively, high-spirited child, extravagant in affection 
and with a too vivid imagination, further that she was abnormally 
sensitive, fainting a t  the least physical pain. 

Her memories up to eight years of age were happy and were chiefly 
concerned with a brother, onc year older than herself, for whom she had 
a deep devotion. Later impressions of home life were on the whole un- 
happy. She describes herself as suffering from loneliness and a craving 
for affection, and states that the atmosphere of her home was unsympa- 
thetic. “ I repressed all self-expression because riiy family ‘jeered.’ ” 
The next period, school-days, was happier. The brother returned home 
from boarding-school and there was renewed companionship. Towards 
the end of her school life she became very religious. So she grew up to 
the age of nineteen dreamy and credulous, blind to the facts of life and 
utterly unpractical, when there occurred a brief but intense love-affair 
which ended disastrously. The engagement was abruptly broken off, 
her whole character seemed entirely changed by the experience, and 
there ensued a reaction for two years to  a period of ‘wildness.’ During 
these two years she rashly played with fire, taking however good care 
not to  get scorched. Nevertheless she had some narrow escapes, being, 
on one adventure, half-choked by a m m  in a fit of anger. “My attitude 
to all my ‘lovers’ was always the same, first a brief but strong attraction 
ending in indifference or active dislike.” At twenty-one she was married, 
spent eight years in the tropics until her health broke down, when she 
returned home. 

As the analysis proceeded there were two dreams which proved of 
particular significance. The first, which came very soon, a single scene, 
recalled all the poignant memoriefi of the disastrous love-affair. After 
this there was a temporary improvement in the symptoms, but in a few 
days’ time the subject relapsed to  an even greater panic of storms. 
Eventually came a dream which proved to be a moving-picture of the 
subject’s whole life, and this furnished an  important clue to the under- 
standing of the phobia. On the surface i t  was just a history of her struggle 
for freedom of thought in religion. One incident however had much 
deeper significance and will here be given. 
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I was undressing in a Rmall shed by thr road-side a id  a man cam0 and rcpri- 

manded me for indoccncy, ordering mv to shut the door. 1 said “There is nonr or 
I would havc.” He however showed it to mo, 1-1 moving panel that I had riot recog- 
nisrd as t1 door. I shut it, but noticing that tho shcd was tumbling to picccs, thought 
matters were not much improved. 

The man who accuses the dreamer of wickedness represents orthodox 
opinion, and the reprimand for indecency was a way of telling her that 
she might at least keep her opinions to herself-“ closing the door.” 
Hut closing the door is of little avail-“truth will out.” Orthodoxy 
apparently is in a bad way, for the shed is tumbling to  pieces. Now conies 
the deeper significance. It suggested to  the dreamer in fact that the 
pleasures of childhood had been dominated by a friendship with a 
favourite brother. Further analysis recalled many painful experiences and 
ultimately brought enlightenment in regard to some of the constituents 
of the phobia. It was decided to probe to the bottom the significance of 
the ‘undressing in a shed’ incident. Generally i t  suggested dressing or 
undressing under unusual circumstances and the dreamer’s own attitude 
towards it. Her own words were: “ I  was both surprised and hurt a t  the 
accusation of indecency, which is characteristic, for while the sense of 
shame was implanted in mc a t  a very early age and is kept alivc by my 
husband’s attitude in the matter of sex, my natural attitude is one of 
extreme and even amazing innocence; an innocence which, joined to 
genuine ignorance, was partly responsible for the trouble which arose 
between myself and the man I loved. It all hinged on a misunderstanding 
of this very matter of sex.” The incident moreover suggested mvcral 
occasions of unconventional toilet. One during the “ blissful b u t  appre- 
hensive days of my first engagement,, one during school-days and one 
in very early childhood, both with rcfcrcncc to my brother.” 

When we had reached this stugc in the analysis a sudden illumination 
seemed to  come to  the subject. “Oh nion dieu,” she ejaculated, “It has 
just occurred to me that the storm symbolises sex. Sudden and fierce, 
pitiless, reniorselcss, inevitable - devastating in its effects when 
thwarted : or just plain troublesome and distracting.” She was anxious 
to  follow up this idea and explain how she came to view the matter of 
sex first with a sense of shame, and later with fear. 

First there was a vague memory of a childish game of naked savages 
played wit6 her brother. All the subject could rcnicmber about this was 
that she liked the game and wanted to play it, until her brother said i t  
must be played in secret. l‘hcn there cainc a sense of surprise and dismay 
and she did not want to  play i t  any more. It was the first stirring of shame. 

Several minor incidents also occurred during early childhood which 
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gave the child an attitude of distaste, and later of disgust, towards the 
whole subject of sex. All this time the sense of shame and an appre- 
hension of something indefinite but alarming could be traced growing 
stronger and stronger. 

At the age of fourteen there occurred an incident with the brother 
which made a profound impression. This brother after various 
attempts to satisfy his curiosity came into her bedroom one uiorning 
and tried to pull off her nightdress. When she protested he assured her 
that there was no possible harm as he would not touch her, and she, 
being extremely innocent and ignorant, believed him and thought if i t  
amused hini why should i t  really matter? She was so niuch devoted to  
him that there was very little she would not have done for him. But the 
nightdress was torn, and her mother finding this asked how i t  happened. 
Quite readily the girl told the truth. The mother was terribly alarmed, 
but instead of speaking out made vague references to ‘something happen- 
ing before babies were born.’ The girl did not understand in the least 
and was not sure if she would have a baby next week or not. She was 
terrified and ashamed, yet could not see wherein sho had so greatly 
sinned. Finally she was told that she must go to  confession and confess 
to  the sin of  impurity. Por a long time after this she suffered agonies of 
shame and fear and burned with a sense of injustice. The companionship 
with the brother was temporarily destroyed, but finally she thrust the 
whole matter out of her thoughts and all but forgot about it. She recalls 
now however that for years afterwards she would dream from time to 
time of a quarrel with the brother from which she always awoke in a 
state of intense anger and with a hatred towards him which took days 
to wear off. 

This was not however all. At the age of sixteen a strange man tried 
to lure the subject away, frightening and disgusting her very much by 
his alarming conversation which she did not altogether understand. 

Finally a t  the age of nineteen, still ignorant and wilfully turning 
away from knowledge because of this sense of shame and fear, she was 
seized and overwhelnied by love a t  first sight. The love was recipro- 
cated, but circumstances were all against the lovers. Moreover the 
subject happened to be staying a t  the time in a strange and rather dis- 
turbing atmosphere amongst people whom she did not understand and 
with whom sho was nervous and unhappy. She was staying with a 
couple who, as she only discovered later, were not legally married, who 
used to have violent quarrels, and between whom love seemed to her 
to  be a thing fierce and cruel. As she put i t  to me, “ I  felt myself sur- 
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rounded by disturbing and uncomprehended elements and was utterly 
a t  the mercy of circumstances because of rny ignorance.” From the 
first there were niany difficulties and obstacles in the way of a happy 
completion of her love. She feared from the beginning that i t  was fore- 
doomed to  disaster, that trouble would inevitably come, and knew too 
what the cost would be. It came as she had anticipated, the engagement 
was abruptly broken off, and a period of acute mental suffering 
followed. 

Hefore the deblclc she had been staying in the neighbourhood in 
which her lover lived, but her joy was rnarred by the malice of ~1 man who 
sought to undermine her lover’s confidence in her and was only too 
successful. To escape from these and other dit€iculties she returned to  
her hornc, but with a dreadful apprehension that she would never see 
her lover again. At first they corresponded regularly, but soon clouds 
arose on the horizon. The young man one day wrote to her something 
in the nature of a confession of his past life and was anxious for assurance 
that his few sex-adventures would not mar their relationship. This 
assurance was readily given. Then another letter followed from the man 
in which he gave certain ‘nicdical ’ rwsons for his adventurea, remarking 
that the ‘nature’ of inan necessitated the satisfaction of  his sexual needs. 
The recipient of this letter, be i t  remembered, was a young girl of nine- 
teen whose only education in the matter of sex had been such as to  
associate i t  either with dread or shame. This second letter frightened 
her. She was attacked by terrifying thoughts about the ‘nature’ of  man, 
and with doubts as to  whether her fiance were “one of those men in 
whom love is nothing but a fierce and ugly passion.” She tried hard to 
be sensible and reasonable in the matter but seemed to herself to be “in 
the grip of a power stronger than herself which she did not understand.” 
However she thrust thcsc troublesorrie thoughts aside and all went well 
for a little while. Then her encrny gradually succeeded in poisoning the 
mind of her fiance against her. Strained relations arose in conscquence 
of a misunderstanding and misrepresentstion of the matter of sex, and 
the engagement came to a sudden end. The subject now recalls that 
when this first happened there was an  instant’s intense relief. The blow 
for some time unticipated had fallen, the worst was over and there could 
be no more suspense. Ilrirnediately after however she collapsed on the 
floor in a state of unconscioiisness, for a long silence before the fateful 
letter arrived had strained her nerves to the utmost. 

All the facts relevant for the understanding of the phobia have, I 
think, now been given. It cortainly seemed to the subject to synibolise 
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fear 01 sex. Considering what her experience had been she remarked 

to me one day, “What wonder that a fear of matters sexual should seize 
me in its grip.” When asked why she thought the fear had become 
attached to storms, she replied, “The reason is obvious, fear of sex 
would be fear of Nature, and would naturally attach itself to  Nature in 
a savage mood.” 

Other features of an actual storm appeared to have psychical signifi- 
cance : 

(1) First it transpired that the anticipation of the storm was the 
most terrible pert. This had its coiinterpart st ths time of the love affair. 
As the subject put it, “First love is always, I should think, a matter of 
apprehension to a young girl, especially when she has been brought up 
in the old fashion of ignorance and shame in matters of sex,-there were 
undercurrents that filled me with vague apprehenflion all the time--I 
feared from the firstdisaster-which made the joy all the more intense, 
yet the whole time one of terrible unrest. Twice I was seized by a fierce 
panic of terror, of nothing tangible, just  3 dim threat.-That time was 
YO like the storms, now I dare to look back boldly. First the wild ex- 
hilaration, mingled with growing, ever growing, fear and panic; the swift 
rush of events towards a half-apprehended disaster; a brief, terrible, 
tension and a swift crash.” What was the reason for this sense of panic 
and terror of the intangible? From the present standpoint the subject 
thinks she can explain it, and interpret8 it, now as having been a fear of 
love itself and its consequences. 

(2) It was not the storm itself, nor any fear of physical injury, but 
rather something behind the storm that was so g ra t ly  feared. This 
state of mind during a storm waR a representation of that general fear of 
‘ Nature,’ more particularly man’s nature, as something fierce and terri- 
fying that we have seen was a characteristic of the subject’s mind during 
the love episode. 

(3) The subject was deeply impremed by the suddenness of the 
tropical storms. Here again the love affair supplies its analogue. 

“ I  wonder if there is any connection between the two, the sudden 
violent gusts of emotion, and the sudden onslaught of a tropical storm. 
They seem so much alike, bursting suddenly, sweeping all before them, 
and leaving an exhausted wreck behind.” 
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SUBSIDIARY FEATURES. 

One or two further points in the case are of interest. 
(a)  After the love affair that, ended so disastrously, the subject threw 

religion to  the winds and launched out into a life of gaiety and wildness 
for a period of two years. In  talking over this period it seemed to her 
that  she was either trying to soothe her pain by inflicting suffering on 
others-“ hitting back ”---playing with fire but a t  the same time taking 
good care that she did not get burned herself, or dse, solacing herself by 
baiting, and then adroitly evading, the very thing she feared-“ Con- 
quering it, so i t  seemed to  me perhaps.” 

( b )  On several occasions the subject had been guilty of inexplicable 
acts of cruelty. These acts surprised her greatly, as she was by nature 
kind and gentle. On one occasion (after marriage), she thrashed hor dog 
unmercifully although she was very fond of him. On another occasion, 
a t  the age of nine, she tried to drown a cat. On a third, a t  four years old, 
she viciously crushed a slug. These seemed to be of the na,ture of com- 
pulsive acts. The dog so cruelly punished had gone aftcr another dog, 
‘a t  the call of nature.’ The cat was ill-treated bccausc cats had brought 
her sliume when she had innocently remarked in public to her horrified 
mother that the cat, which was about t,o have Itittens, was much too fat. 
The slug was crushed ‘because i t  was naked,’ by comparison with a 
snail. T h s  occurred after it had been brought horric to her that ‘naked- 
ness ’ was considered wrong. 

( c )  During the analysis, thc subject awoke from a rambling dream 
with a piece of knowledge she had not beforn possessed, namely, that the 
dread of life generally, and of storms, was much more active when she 
was with her husband. She recalled that on a certain day, when he had 
just sailed €or the East, there was a bad gale, but i t  was not until she saw 
reference to i t  in the papers that she rcalised that there was any cause for 
anxiety. When talking this interesting fact over with the subject, towards 
the end of the analysis she remarked, “ I  can sec now why this was so. 
I did not fear storms so much when my husband was away because 
the fear would then be less active, the subject of sex less prominent 
to me.” 

( d )  The desire to  rush out into the storm. ‘‘Thinking this over, I feel 
i t  means a desire to get the worst, over as soon as possible.” In the love 
episode there was a time towards the end of the engagement of anxious 
suspense, when thc subject was waiting for the expected final blow to 
fall. It looks as if tlic desire to rush out into thc Htorni in order to “get 
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the worst over as soon as possiblh,” might be a reproduction of this 
painful state of suspense. 

CONCLUSION. 

According to the Freudian theory, analysis should have revealed the 
fact that in childhood sensuous pleasure was obtained from one or other 
of the various forms of infantile sexuality; that repression took place 
later forming an ‘unconscious’ region which, when i t  had grown SUE- 
ciently strong to provoke a severe tension between it and the conscious, 
gave rise to the phobia. 

The only event in early childhood which might perhaps be thought 
to  come under one of these categories of ‘infantile sexuality’ was the 
game of ‘naked savages’ which the subject played with her brother. 
Did this game reveal a pleasure in exhibiting the naked body, which in 
a strict sense might be called ‘sexual,’ because when adults do this they 
are under the sway of sexual feeling? Did i t  result in an exhibitionist 
tendency being repressed until i t  became unconscious and the nucleus 
of an unconscious complex? The subject and I discussed this matter at 
great length on all sides, and she was very persistent in affirming that 
there was no sensuous pleasure tendency here. She feels convinced that 
there was nothing more than the delight all small children feel in getting 
away from the restriction of clothing. It is admitted, however, that 
when she found i t  was considered wrong, and if played at all must bc 
phyed in secret, shame was aroused, and was in all probability thee 
beginning of what later grew into an  attitude of disgust, and later of fear, 
of sex in general. 

In consequence of the great importance attached by the Freudian 
school to family relationships, a further point in conncction with the 
subject’s childhood ought not perhaps to  be passed over in silence. This 
is the p e a t  devotion felt towards the favouritc brother. Was this 
affection in every way normal, or did i t  result in an incestuous fixation 
of the ‘libido’? It is urged by psycho-analysts that not infrequently the 
filial love which a daughter lavishes on her father is accompanied by a 
disflociation of the physical from the psychical side of love. Thereafter 
her love life remains mutilated and she is never happy because she feels 
that life holds something that she has missed. It is said that the same 
disastrous results may follow in the case of a sister having too great 
devotion to  her brother. Was this the case with our subject? There is 
no evidence that i t  was so. Indeed the facts seem to furnish positive 
evidence the other way. For a t  the age of nineteen there occurred the 
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love episode which awoke very strong emotions, so strong in fact that 
they ‘scared’ her. This love experience was not merely psychical, but 
very full-blooded indeed. 

It seems difficult then to  bring this case under the category of re- 
pressed infantile sexuality, if this means strictly that sensuous pleasure 
once enjoyed was subsequently repressed. We must therefore try t o  
proffer some other explanation. The facts suggest that it was the great 
emotional disturbance engendered by the love affair as well as the 
sccumulation of the childhood experiences that were responsible for the 
phobia. During childhood we get first shame, merging into disgust and 
becoming at  the time of the ‘nightdress incident’ genuine fear. This 
fear was augmented at the age of sixteen by the encounter with the 
strange man. Although none of these incidents were forgotten, i t  may 
be said that this fear was put out of sight, because it was .never recognised 
as a fear of sex. Only by analysis was this revealed. By the time of the 
love-affair, the fear had gained considerable strength underground, so 
to  speak, and the circumstances surrounding this episode tended strongly 
to increase the fear. But this was not all. Even after the termination 
of the engagement, the subject had various experiences which would 
intensify this hidden fear, on the occasion, for example, when she was 
nearly strangled by a man. All these adventures and narrow escapes, 
when, in her ‘wild’ time, she was playing with fire, must have been an 
aggravation of this hidden fear. Moreover a t  the time when she married 
she had to fight and conquer an intense repugnance. Subsequently, while 
in the tropics, there was always, in the background, the ‘Black’ menace, 
which the subject informs me assumed greater proportions the winter 
before phobia-time. 

But the love-affair, L‘ terrible in its suddenness, its anticipation of 
trouble mingling with and counteracting the joy, its element of half- 
understood circumstances, its presentation of sex in a terrifying aspect,” 
was an  equally important constituent of the phobia. It is a question 
whether, without this experience which generated a sentiment com- 
prising many strong emotions destined to become undetached, the phobia 
would have occurred. Indeed i t  was at this time that there appeared the 
‘olive-green devil who mocked’ and who was born when “wheels spun 
round in my head and missed the clutch,” indicating, as i t  seems to  me, 
dissociation of the mind. The storm typified this actual experience as 
well as  sex in general. As the subject put it, “The storms, so like my 
own general impression of sex and my supreme crisis in particular, pro- 
vided a logical and natural object on to  which the fear might be pro- 
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jeoted.” It so happened, then, that when her physical resistance was 
weakened by the effect of the climate, anxiety, and various other troubles, 
the dissociated emotions were too strong to be longer held in check, and 
so had to  find an outlet. 

If our interpretation be correct, the factors in the phobia are: 
(a)  A hidden system of fear of the vague unrealised elements in the 

sex life which had originated in childhood and had become consolidated 
in adolescence. 

(b )  A body of emotion left as a legacy from the subject’s love episode. 
(c) The process known as  ‘transference of feelings’ or ‘displace- 

ment’ viz. the attributing a sentiment to  an  object which does not 
itself cause it-the object in this case being the natural phenomenon 
of a storm. 

It was not until the subject had been brought to recognise that a 
storm aymbolised sex in general, and that the tropical storm was a 
reproduction of the whole love tragedy, that the tension was released, 
and a complete cure effected. 

The transference, and therefore the analysis, ended with dreams 
peculiarly appropriate to this view. There were two funerals, the first 
in which the coffin was carried on a steam-roller and the mourners 
followed on steam-tractors, signifying a slow and heavy process of 
crushing underground ; the second conducted with triumphant cere- 
monial in a Church, with music, vestments, lights and even a Bishop. 
This was the orthodox, the real burial (the process of psycho-analysis), 
and from this came joy and an exquisite sense of freedom,-“a new 
birth indeed.” 
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A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE OF THE NIGHT 
JOURNEY UNDER THE SEA1. 

HY JOAN CORRIE. 

1 ) ~  J IJNC, in his Z?~~tphl0,9y of ,he Urmnsciorts has familiarized us with 
the conception of the Sun-God’s “night journey under the sea,” and the 
subject of niy paper is my personal experience of that journey undertaken 
during the early months of  this year. 

We are all acquainted with the fact of the recapitulation in the life- 
history of the individual of the physical and psychological steps by which 
the race has evolved from the lowest forms of life. 1.n our prenatal 
existence we ascend from a single cell, through lower embryonic forms, 
to the perfect humctn infant, and psychologically we recapitdate the 
rnrntal development of the race as we pass through our own infancy and 
childhood to adult life. In  the long upward climb of the race no expc mence ’ 

has been lost, and just as physically we carry about with us vestigial 
romains of organs no longer necessary to our well-being, so we retain in 
the psyche traces and memories of experiences lived through ancostrally, 
which reappear from time to time in our dreams. This we know, but 
perhaps i t  is less generally understood that a person (luring the coiirse 
of psychological analysis may literally undergo just such an experience 
as primitive man embodied in myth, religions belief or ritual, such, for 
instancc, as the night journey under the sea. 

It was natural that primitives, as they watched the Sun ‘go West’ 
every evening devoured by the ocean monster, Rhould have thought of  
it as a death, and of the flaming sunrise as a rebirth after t h o  passage 
below the sea. 1)r Jung quotes Frobenius, who says: “I’erhaps in con- 
nection with the blood-red sunrjsc the idea occurs that hcre it birth takes 
place, the birth of a young son ; the question then arises inevitably, 
whence comes the paternity? How has the woman beconic pregnant? 
And since this woman sviubolizes the same ide,a as the fish, which nicans 
the sea (because we proceed from the assumption that the Sun descends 
into the so& as well as arises from it) thus the curious primitive answer 
is that this sea has previously swallowed the old Sun. Consequently the 

Read u t  u mcoting of the Ziirich PRychological Club, on July 10, 19‘2’2. 


